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The paper presents firstly a novel system-on-chip (SoC) architecure consisting of a 32-bit
RISC processor, on-chip memory, state-of-the art IPs and embedded full-custom bit serial
FPGA(BSFPGA) I/O interface. The system inherits the compatibility of AMBA architec-
ture, the flexibility of BSFPGA, so that it can be used for various types of applications without
any additional I/O pins. Example application is to realize fingerprint authentication system
in a chip. The paper presents secondly design flow for SoC, including a full-custom block.
With RTL model for BSFPGA, it enables a timing simulation of the total system in RTL
level and a timing verification in transistor level.

1. Introduction

For many designs, non-recurrent engineer-
ing expense (NRE) and time to market are
key points. Therefore, many engineers want
to make the system should be flexible. In
other words, they hope to program and opti-
mize both system software and hardware even
after SoC is fabricated. In application field
of security, this kind of requirement becomes
stronger and stronger. Currently fingerprint
authentication modules usually have only one
sensor interface and limited communication in-
terfaces. However, sensor techniques are im-
proved so fast that new sensors appear in ev-
ery years. This fact requires that fingerprint
authentication module must have an ability to
utilize the upgraded sensors without developing
a new module. Moreover, the security applica-
tions often need to insert some special circuit
such as hardware accelerator or encryption cir-
cuit into the system.

Embedding FPGA into SoC is an efficient
way to enable the system with reconfigurable
ability, especially for those I/O interfaces. Re-
configurable system is a hot topic and many
progresses have been made. Some systems
treated embedded FPGA as a co-processor 1).
It enables the users to add customized instruc-
tion sets. Some systems focus on configurability
of system bus 2), etc. Above systems are valid
to develop a complicate reconfigurable system.
However, in most cases, the customers don’t
need to change their architectures and designs
greatly. Usually they just need to add some
customized modules or general-purpose mod-
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ules into current-used system. Mostly, they just
need to update old driver protocol or I/O con-
nection assignment.

Our proposed re-configurable SoC just fits
these kinds of requirements. Its advantage is
easy to use and provides reasonable perfor-
mance. To keep compatibility, we selected pop-
ular AMBA 3) as our backbone bus structure.
This makes users easier to add customized de-
sign into the proposed system. BSFPGA plays
a key role in the system. Comparing with par-
allel FPGA, BSFPGA 4) has better routability,
so that it can reduce area and cost greatly. As
BSFPGA have shorter path for application de-
sign, it can run in higher speed.

To improve system performance, following
strategies are used in the system. A specific
controller including DMA mode is designed to
control the configuration and normal operation
of BSFPGA; Input FIFO and output FIFO is
used between APB bus and BSFPGA to speed
and synchronize parallel and serial data ex-
change. 1 k × 16 bits dual port SRAM between
AHB bus and BSFPGA is used to solve bottle-
neck for high-speed data exchange. All above
ensure the system have high performance.

On the other hand, bit-serial computation
and bit serial circuit has become more and
more popular. The proposed SoC address issues
of mapping both parallel type circuit and se-
rial type circuit inside BSFPGA. During map-
ping and synthesis, parallel-serial converter and
serial-parallel converter can be generated auto-
matically and implemented into BSFPGA com-
bined with user’s circuits.
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Fig. 1 System architecture.

These features make BSFPGA become a
good solution for reconfiguration SoC. Our typ-
ical application case, a fingerprint authentica-
tion algorithm, which was named as minutia-
ridge shape algorithm5) is stored in on-chip
ROM. The algorithm is easy to be invoked by
other application programs. On-chip ROM can
also enhance the system security level. The al-
gorithm is robust against fingerprint rotation
and displacement. The template data size is
only 64 bytes for each fingerprint.

Various sensor interface and communication
protocol can be mapped into BSFPGA eas-
ily. In a typical application, a fingerprint-
matching accelerator is mapped into BSFPGA.
It speeds up matching speed with one hundred
and twenty times as fast as DSP modules. The
details of system architecture and design flow
are introduced in the following.

2. System Architecture

The system architecture is shown in Fig. 1.
The system chip includes a 64KB ROM in
which fingerprint image processing and minu-
tia extraction algorithm are embedded. This
feature increases the security level for whole
system comparing with storing fingerprint au-
thentication programs in external memory. The
user application programs and some tuning pa-
rameters of sensor and algorithm are stored in
external Flash memory. Speed Sensitive func-
tions are mapped into BSFPGA as Fingerprint
hardware accelerator to improve the perfor-
mance of whole system.

A 32-bit RISC processor was used in the
system. The processor works in 200 MHz fre-
quency with 8KB data cache, 8KB instruction
cache and memory protection unit. Bus in-
terface unit was designed to support clock fre-

Fig. 2 Structure of BSFPGA.

quency of RISC clock or 1/N times RISC core
clock, where N is any positive integer. RISC
clock and bus interface clock must be synchro-
nized.

BSFPGA is a key part in the system to bring
configurability to users. Specific interfaces are
used to connect BSFPGA with processor and
other modules seamlessly.

Figure 2 shows the detail architecture of
BSFPGA. The BSFPGA consists of 256 basic
cells (16 × 16) with up to 30 K ASIC equiv-
alent programmable gates. Each tile includes
one L block, two C block and one S block. One
of the main features of BSFPGA is the large
logic block consisting of 4-input LUTs and 6
FFs with dedicated carry-save logic for bits-
serial operations. Another feature is that the
two level routing architecture aimed to make
the inter-block routing simple with short delays
while providing another layer of routing inside
the logic block to provide pin flexibility in order
to increase routeability.

BSFPGA application development flow is
shown in Fig. 3. Verilog design entries is
translated into BSFPGA netlist after synthe-
sis and technology mapping. Algorithm writ-
ten in C++ is compiled and also translated
into BSFPGA netlist by using BSPipeline Syn-
thesizer. After placement and routing, BSF-
PGA bit stream Generator produces configura-
tion data for application mapping. To ease the
simulation and verification process, BSFPGA
bit stream Generator also can generate simula-
tion model and test vector automatically.

The application development tools can han-
dle either parallel data path design or serial
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Fig. 3 Application development flow.

data path design. Instead of designing spe-
cial data converting circuit outside BSFPGA,
parallel serial converter and serial parallel con-
verter are inserted dynamically into application
design. It is compatible with AMBA parallel
architecture. This feature is very flexible for
customized design

BSFPGA interface between AMBA 5) is de-
signed by using FIFO to synchronize the clock
and data transfer between APB bus and BSF-
PGA. For many applications, local memory is
necessary. Also the data transfer speed be-
comes a bottleneck when we use APB bus-
the low speed bus. Therefore, in our pro-
posed system, we insert a fast local dual port
memory between BSFPGA and fast speed bus-
AHB to speed the data access between proces-
sor and BSFPGA. The local memory is also
used as workspace by fingerprint matching en-
gine mapped into BSFPGA.

The configuration file is stored in exter-
nal flash memory in parallel package format.
During reset period, The Configuration con-
trol program inside ROM will check the sta-
tus of BSFPGA and load the configuration
data into BSFPGA configuration controller au-
tomatically. Configuration data are transferred
in DMA mode and input BSFPGA with parallel

Fig. 4 Design flow.

mode, therefore configuration cycle is less than
0.6 ms. Once BSFPGA controller complete the
initialize and configuration, the status registers
will be set and wait the operating instruction
come from processor.

Besides BSFPGA, some general-purpose pe-
ripheral modules such as UART, RTC, Timer,
Customized Module, etc. are embedded into the
system. All the modules are managed under
power control unit to decrease the power con-
sumptions.

3. Design Flow

The design flow is shown in Fig. 4. The de-
sign methodology of proposed SoC is based on
Spiral SoC design principle rather than tradi-
tional waterfall design flow.

The system specification and parameters
were carefully decided at the start phase to min-
imize the iteration loops. Considering the com-
plexity and timing requirement, we address all
aspects of hardware and software concurrently,
including logic design, timing, verification and
physical design. The proposed system design
flow can be viewed as a mixture of top-down
design and bottom-up design process. System
is designed by using top-down method but spe-
cific module (BSFPGA) was designed by using
bottom-up method.

In order to simulate and verify the system,
we need to provide a complete logic simulation
model for the BSFPGA. The difficulty lies on
the fact that BSFPGA is implemented in full-
customer design, and the logical description of
the full-customer design is done at transistor-
level netlist. Writing a functionally equivalent
simulation model on logic-level is very time con-
suming, Moreover, verifying the equivalency of
the simulation model and the transistor-level
netlist is required. In order to avoid the verifi-
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cation problems between the simulation model
and the transistor-level netlist, we establish the
simulation model directly from the transistor-
level netlist. The problem with this approach
is that the sequential circuits such as SRAM
cell, flip-flops, and LUT elements composed
of dynamic shift registers cannot be simulated
at the logic-level. Therefore, we have to pro-
vide behavioral Verilog model for these sequen-
tial circuits and replace them during simula-
tion. Equivalency of each sequential circuit be-
tween the simulation model and the transistor-
level netlist is verified by SPICE simulator. By
this scheme, we are able to establish a Ver-
ilog functional model based on transistor-level
netlist, and any modification on the transistor-
level netlist is directly reflected on the simula-
tion model.

At the start phase, in order to run the
whole system synthesis and static timing analy-
sis (STA) before BSFPGA full-custom design is
finished, A quick timing model (QTM) of BSF-
PGA is created. And then a real timing model
will be extracted and used after finish BSFPGA
full-custom design.

For fingerprint application, how to partition
hardware design and software design is a key
point. Also the fingerprint algorithm have
very close relations with application program.
Therefore, a board level prototype fingerprint
authentication module (SoB) is developed to
evaluate and verify specific hardware and soft-
ware. Based on the board prototype, the archi-
tecture and specification of SoC is refined. The
program size and processing time are analyzed
and estimated under RISC compiler to find
critical function and then assigned the func-
tion into BSFPGA to improve the performance
of the system. The final optimized program
is stored in on-chip ROM after verification on
board level. The final optimized program size
of fingerprint authentication algorithm is only
30KB.

Verification always be a challenge for SoC de-
sign. In our proposed SoC, Verification envi-
ronment is setup by using VERA and Design-
Ware. Both directed test and random test are
performed to increase the fault coverage. For
BSFPGA, we import self-test method to meet
design for test (DFT) challenge.

In physical design, RISC, BSFPGA, SRAM,
ROM, are treated as hard macro. BSFPGA
configuration controller, BSFPGA FIFO inter-
face and peripheral models of systems were de-

Fig. 5 Fingerprint identification flow.

signed by using standard cell. Due to the ef-
fect of IR drop and noise in deep-sub-micron
design, the physical design is performed based
on some basic principles, especially for routing
power ring and clock-tree.

4. BSFPGA Based Fingerprint Engine

As a typical application, a minutia based fin-
gerprint identification 1:N system is designed by
using proposed SoC. In the system, RISC and
BSFPGA share the work of fingerprint process-
ing efficiently and get better performance.

4.1 Fingerprint Identification Flow
Fingerprint identification flow consists of im-

age processing, feature extraction and matching
as shown in Fig. 5. In prior to fingerprint iden-
tification, the registration process is performed
in similar way to extract genuine features from
fingerprint image and then save the features as
a template into database. Fingerprint identifi-
cation works as follows:
( 1 ) Image processing includes prefiltering,

1st binarization, direction detection, di-
rection filter, 2nd binarization, thinning,
etc.

( 2 ) Fingerprint features extraction is to ex-
tract minutia and their associated infor-
mation.

( 3 ) Matching is a comparison of extracted
features between an input and N tem-
plates. It is repeated to calculate the
similarity scores between an input finger-
print and each template in the database
and to find out a template with the
best score. In prior to get a similarity
score, the displacement and rotation of
templates against the input fingerprint
should be compensated.

In our system, One-time operations such as
image processing and fingerprint features ex-
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traction are handled by RISC. On the other
hand, the matching process needs huge re-
peated computations. Therefore, a hardware
matching engine is our solution.

For matching engine, the hierarchical ap-
proach based on a small memory matching
method6) is adopted, which consists of global
rough search, best direction decision and local
precise search as shown in Fig. 6.

4.1.1 Global Rough Search
Global rough search is performed to find the

rough displacement value by using horizontal
and vertical 1D memory array instead of 2D
memory array, which consists of shape match-
ing, score matching and histogram as shown in
Fig. 7. This search is fast with less memory
requirement.

Shape matching module calculates the shape
similarity of minutia pairs between input data
and template data by using the independent
parameters on the displacement and rotation.
Score matching module translates the shape
similarity into score data. Both shape and score
matching are performed in pipeline function.

Fig. 6 Block diagram of fingerprint matching engine.

Fig. 7 Structure of fingerprint matching engine.

Histogram module calculates the displacement
of each minutia pair between input data and
template data and treats the displacement as
address. The associated matching score of the
minutia pair is stored into score memory locate
in the above address. By repeating this op-
eration for all possible pairs, we get the accu-
mulated score, which are distributed in mem-
ory array. Among them, the displacement with
largest matching score is selected as displace-
ment of all minutia pairs. In order to find the
rotation transformation between input finger-
print and template, the input minutia is rotated
32 directions step by step in 360 degree. In each
step, we use the histogram module to search
the maximum score. This histogram can be de-
signed either in parallel mode or serial mode.
To decrease matching engine size, we adopt se-
rial scheme in proposed system.

4.1.2 Best Direction Decision
Best direction decision module receives the

max score for 32 directions. The direction with
biggest score is selected as the rotation transfor-
mation between input fingerprint and template
fingerprint.

4.1.3 Local Precise Search
After above processing, the displacement and

rotation of input fingerprint are found. There-
fore, we use local precise search to calculate and
search the maximum score in a windows area
of memory array. Finally it gives the identifi-
cation result by comparing the maximum score
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with defined threshold.
4.2 Implementation on BSFPGA
In our proposed system, the fingerprint

matching engine is designed in BSFPGA. It
shares fingerprint processing work with host
processor seamlessly. Comparing with the sin-
gle CPU system by which all task is processed,
the proposed system improves system perfor-
mance tremendously and make the system re-
configurable as well. Comparing with the fin-
gerprint system built on common FPGA archi-
tecture 7), the proposed system has less size.
Hence, the system is easy to be integrated into
chip level instead of board level. The BSFPGA
works in pipeline mode to avoid the tradeoff for
parallel-serial data exchanging.

Shape matching module, score module and
best direction decision module use about 20% of
BSFPGA resource totally. However, Histogram
module will use a lot of register to store score
data. To overcome this bottleneck, we employ
an on-chip dual port SRAM to address this is-
sue. Therefore, we can realize the fingerprint
matching engine using less than 65% of BSF-
PGA. The engine runs in 50MHz to synchro-
nize with APB clock.

Table 1 Performance comparison.

matching speed
speed comparison

TMS320VC5409 DSP 7.2 × 10−2 1
(Compiler: CCS IDE1.22)
(Clock: 100MHz)

Paralle Process 3.6 × 10−5 1,984 times
(Clock: 50MHz)

Serial Process 6.0 × 10−4 119 times
(Clock: 50MHz)

Note: The unit of matching speed is second / finger-
print. The speed of DSP Module is normalized
as one.

Fig. 8 Speed compare.

The matching speed of proposed system is
given in Table 1. Comparing with a DSP based
fingerprint module 8), the proposed system im-
proves the performance greatly. Both systems
give the same accuracy such as FAR less than
0.001% and FRR less than 0.1%. For our pro-
posed system, 1,000 fingerprint of database can
be processed within one second. Figure 8
shows the relationship between matching pro-
cess time and minutia number extracted from
one fingerprint. For DSP module, matching
time is worsen greatly while minutia number
increase. On the contrary, the matching pro-
cess time on proposed system has little change
even minutia number increase. This indicates
that the proposed system is stable and essential
on matching process.

5. Implementation and Result

The proposed SoC is about to be manufac-
tured in a standard CMOS 0.18µm technol-
ogy featuring 6 metals and 1 poly. Die size
is 5 mm × 5mm (pad limited). Configuration
data of BSFGPA is about 60 KB and it takes
about 600 µS for configuration. The specifica-
tion, characteristics is showed in Table 2 and
Table 3. Figure 9 shows the layout of pro-
posed SoC and one tile of BSFPGA.

In a typical application, a fingerprint match-
ing engines is designed and mapped into BSF-
PGA. Furthermore, various sensor interfaces
and general purposed-used modules can also be

Table 2 SoC characteristics.

Process 0.18µm CMOS/6 metal
Package 360 BGA
Power Supply 3.3V (I/O), 1.8V (Core)
RISC speed 200MHz
Diffusion ROM 64KB
SRAM 32KB
SoC Die Size 5mm × 5mm
SoC Gate Count 1,200K

Table 3 BSFPGA characteristics.

Array Size 16 × 16 tiles (256 logic blocks)
Area of Per Tile 107.84µm × 87.78µm (logic

block + S-Block + 2 C-block)
User-gate count 18,000–30,000 gates

(depends on applications)
Operating Clock 50MHz (APB clock)
frequency
Max Clock 300MHz (assume 4 manhattan
frequency distance for critical net routing)
BSFPGA Area 1.9mm × 1.5mm
Transistor Count 1,000,000 transistors
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Fig. 9 VLSI layout.

mapped into BSFPGA easily.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a novel SoC archi-
tecture with embedded BSFPGA, which can be
used in multi purpose application field to bring
the system with more flexibility and extensibil-
ity. As typical application example, a finger-
print authentication system is designed by us-
ing the proposed system. Comparing with the
developed fingerprint authentication SOB, pro-
posed SOC has much higher performance and
low cost.
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